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Games Advisors Play
In Games Advisors Play, Jean Garrison contrasts
the techniques used by Henry Kissinger and Zbigniew
Brzezinski to “win the game” – that is, to ensure that their
recommendations were heard and followed by the president. Further, she aempts to show how the diﬀerences
between Richard Nixon’s centralized advisory structure
and Jimmy Carter’s collegial one inﬂuenced the strategies
chosen by their leading advisors. Games Advisors Play is
both a series of case studies of internal bargaining in the
Nixon and Carter administrations, with a particular focus on arms control talks, and an aempt to construct a
model of the advisory process.
is is a tall order. Political science of this sort is a
second-order skill: the author must master the history
and then extrapolate a model from it. To pull oﬀ one of
these tasks is diﬃcult; to pull oﬀ both is rare. Unfortunately, Garrison succeeds in neither. Games Advisors
Play is sloppy history and shallow political science.
Garrison must persuade the reader that she has mastered the intricacies of the arms control debates that
raged in the Nixon and Carter administrations before she
can convincingly model the process. Although good secondary sources exist on the general tenor and direction of
these debates, particularly Raymond Gartho’s Detente
and Confrontation, none is suﬃciently detailed to bear
the weight of a comparative model. Garrison rightly,
therefore, hits the primary sources, interviewing participants in both administrations and citing documents from
the Nixon Papers, the Carter Library, and the National
Security Archive. Intensive primary research might have
revealed enough details of the internal bargaining about
arms control to have derived a useful model of the process, but, frankly, I am not sure that it would have been
adequate for the Nixon period, given the slow pace of declassiﬁcation of the Nixon papers.
We cannot judge on the basis of Garrison’s research,
however, because it is far from intensive. She relies on
only a smaering of documents which do not advance

our understanding of the bargaining process in either administration. e resulting account of the arms control
process is less clear, accurate, and comprehensive than
Gartho’s.
Furthermore, her use of interviews proves that a little research can be a dangerous thing. Garrison interviewed nine miscellaneous members of the administrations, and she puts a great deal of emphasis on their recollections. For example, relying on an interview with
General William Odom, she writes that Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance “did not develop a close personal relationship with the president” (p. 14). Carter himself, however, surely a beer source, is on record that “Cy Vance
and his wife, Gay, became the closest personal friends
to Rosalyn and me. He and I were to spend many good
times together – talking, ﬁshing, skiing, playing tennis”
(Carter, Keeping Faith, p. 51). If Garrison wants to contest Carter’s memoirs, she needs to do more homework
than to chat with General Odom.
Beyond her naivete with sources, Garrison undermines her authority with errors. For example, in Games
Advisors Play, the Cuban missile crisis occurred “years
later” than the Bay of Pigs (p. xviii). In a statement that
would surprise Nelson Rockefeller, the GOP, and surely
Kissinger himself, she asserts that in 1969 “Kissinger was
a political unknown” (p. 9).
Given the doubts her errors and uncritical use of
sources raise, Garrison’s decision to hone in on the arms
control debates with no consideration of their changing
context makes one wonder how ﬁrmly she knows the
broad history of the decade. is is a book about the
Nixon White House that does not mention Bob Haldeman or John Erlichman; it is a book about SALT II that
barely mentions the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. It is
also a short book that could easily have been expanded.
As a political scientist, Garrison is aempting to extract paerns from complex material. Before she can do
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this with authority, however, she must show that she is
comfortable with the complexity. Her uncritical use of
sources, her historical errors, and her failure to advance
our knowledge despite the availability of new and important sources betray her weak grasp on the complex
history of arms control in the 1970s.

MIRVs, SLBMs and the ABM treaty so contentious? She
seems to assume that the reader already knows the context of these debates. On the other hand, her descriptions
of the two administrations is aimed at the thoroughly uninformed. is schizophrenia is annoying.

Adding to Garrison’s diﬃculties are maers of style.
Her English can be opaque, but a more fundamental
problem concerns her intended audience. e sections
of Games Advisors Play concerning arms control are directed at a highly informed audience. Garrison does
not adequately explain the signiﬁcance of the complicated debates that bedeviled the negotiations–why were
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